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Abstract—With the fast development of deregulated electricity

markets, a user can enter a contract with a utility company

that offers the best rates among multiple competing utility

companies. Meanwhile, a utility company is motivated to increase

its market share by offering demand response programs with

real-time pricing (RTP), which can help its customers to manage

their energy usage and save money. In this paper, we focus on

the demand response program in deregulated markets for data

centers, which are often flexible in scheduling their workloads.

We capture the stochastic workload process in a data center as

a multiclass queuing system. We model the coupled decisions of

utility company choices and workload scheduling of data centers

as a many-to-one matching game with externalities. Analyzing such

a game is challenging, as there does not exist a general algorithm

that guarantees to find a stable outcome, where no player has

an incentive to unilaterally change its strategy. We show that the

data center matching game admits an exact potential function,

whose local minima correspond to the stable outcomes of the

game. We develop an algorithm that can guarantee to converge

to a stable outcome. Compared with the scenario without utility

company choices and demand response, simulations show that

our proposed algorithm can reduce the cost of data centers by

15.4% and increase the revenue of those utility companies with

lower tariffs by up to 82%. The peak-to-average ratio (PAR) of

the customers’ load demand is also reduced by 7.2%.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in small-scale power plants and the in-
tegration of communication technologies into the power net-
works have enabled utility companies to enter the deregulated
electricity markets [1]. In such a market, a customer is
free to purchase electricity from one of several competing
utility companies. Meanwhile, the utility companies can take
advantage of such flexibility and choose their retail prices.
This motivates the utility companies to deviate from today’s
common practice of flat-rate pricing and implement real-time
pricing (RTP) [2], [3]. By implementing a demand response
program with RTP, the utility companies can benefit from a
smoother energy demand profile, and achieve a higher revenue
by attracting more customers. The customers, on the other
hand, can take advantage of the lower prices.

In this paper, we focus on the choices of utility company as
well as demand response of a special type of customers � data
centers. Data center owners often closely monitor and control
the demand of their information technology (IT) equipment
(e.g., servers, routers) and cooling facilities. Many typical
workloads in data centers (e.g., high complexity scientific
computations, and data analytics) are delay-tolerant, and hence
may be rescheduled to off-peak hours [4]. This motivates

a recent rich body of literature on the demand response
algorithm design for data centers (e.g., [5]–[9]).

We can classify the related literature into two main threads.
The first thread is concerned with the solution approaches for
the workload management problem in data centers. Different
techniques such as stochastic optimization [5] and convex
optimization [6], [7] are used to tackle the workload man-
agement problem. In these works, the energy price of the
utility company is fixed and the focus is to solve a cost
minimizing problem for the data centers. The second thread
is concerned with modeling the active pricing decisions of the
utility companies for data centers. Wang et al. in [8] applied
a two-stage optimization method to model the interactions of
a utility company’s pricing optimization and the data centers’
energy demand optimization. The approach in [8] may not be
directly applied to the case with multiple data centers. Tran
et al. addressed a related problem in [9], where the utility
companies need to obtain the closed-form solution to the data
centers’ cost minimization problem. This may not be always
feasible in practice.

In this paper, we study the emerging deregulated markets,
where multiple utility companies compete to supply electricity
to the same group of geographically dispersed data centers.
Each data center can choose which utility company to sign the
contract and schedule its workloads to minimize its payment. If
the utility companies adopt the RTP scheme, the data centers’
payments will depend on the amount and the time of their
electricity consumptions. Thus, the decisions of data centers
are coupled among each other and with the pricing decisions
of the utility companies. We capture the data centers’ coupled
decisions of utility company choices and workload scheduling
as a many-to-one matching game. The underlying mechanism
is a matching with externalities [10], as the payments of the
data centers choosing the same utility company depend on the
workload scheduling of each other. We characterize the stable
outcome of the game, where no data center has an incentive
to change its matched utility company and workload schedule
unilaterally. Such characterization is quite challenging, as
there does not exist a general algorithm that can guarantee
to find a stable outcome in matching with externalities.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Data Center Workload Model: We approximate the work-

loads’ arrivals and executions in a data center over
the contract period by a multiclass queuing system.
Such a model enables us to schedule the number of



operating servers, meanwhile satisfying the quality-of-
service (QoS) requirements in executing different service
requests.

• Solution Method and Algorithm Design: We characterize
an exact potential function of the matching game, and
show that the stable outcomes of the game correspond to
the local minima of the potential function. We develop
an algorithm that can be executed by the data centers and
utility companies in a distributed fashion. We prove that
the algorithm converges to a stable outcome of the game.

• Performance Evaluation: We perform simulations on a
market with 50 data centers and 10 utility companies.
The results show that the proposed algorithm reduces the
cost of data centers and the peak-to-average ratio (PAR)
in the aggregate demand of data centers connected to the
same utility company by 15.4% and 7.2%, respectively.
Furthermore, the utility companies that offer lower energy
prices can increase their revenue by up to 82%, as they
can attract more data centers as customers.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the system model. In Section III, we propose a
matching game model for the data centers interaction. We also
develop a distributed algorithm to obtain a stable outcome.
In Section IV, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
algorithm. Section V concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider a system with D data centers and U utility compa-
nies. Let D = {1, . . . , D} and U = {1, . . . , U} denote the set
of data centers and the set of utility companies, respectively.
Data center d 2 D can purchase electricity from a utility
company in a predetermined set Ud ✓ U . Utility company
u 2 U is able to serve a predetermined subset of data centers
denoted by Du ✓ D. Sets Ud, d 2 D and Du, u 2 U are
determined based on the the topology of the network and the
geographic locations of the utility companies and data centers.

Fig. 1 (a) shows a system with five data centers and three
utility companies. Fig. 1 (b) shows the corresponding bipartite
graph representation. Each data center d possesses an energy
management system (EMS), which is connected to the utility
companies in set Ud via a two-way communication network.
The EMS enables exchanging information such as the energy
consumption of the corresponding data center and the energy
price for entering a bilateral contract. In deregulated markets,
a data center can enter a bilteral contract with one utility
company to purchase electricity. Meanwhile, a utility company
can supply electricity to multiple data centers. We can capture
the contracts between data centers and utility companies as a
many-to-one matching [11], which is defined as follows.

Definition 1: A many-to-one matching among the data centers
and utility companies is a function m : D [ U!P(D [ U),
where m(u) ✓ Du represents the set of data centers served by
utility company u 2 U , and m(d) ✓ Ud with |m(d)| = 1
represents the utility company choice of data center d 2 D.
Here, |·| denotes the cardinality and P is the power set of a set.

Fig. 1. (a) A system composed of five data centers equipped with EMS and
three utility companies; (b) the corresponding bipartite graph representation;
(c) a feasible many-to-one matching.

Fig. 1 (c) shows a feasible many-to-one matching. Although
short-term contracts are not common for residential customers
in today’s deregulated markets, large loads such as data centers
can enter a contract with utility companies for a period from
a few hours to several days [4], [12]. We assume that a data
center can enter a short-term contract (e.g., one day) with
a utility company. Without loss of generality, we consider
the same contract period for all data centers. We divide the
intended contract period into a set T = {1, . . . , T} of T time
slots with an equal length, e.g., one time slot is 15 minutes.

In matching m, utility company u sets its retail price
pr
u(t), t 2 T , for the contracts with the data centers in set

m(u). Data center d specifies its demand profile ed(t), t 2 T ,
to be supplied by its utility company choice m(d).

1) Contract Pricing Model: In general, a utility company
purchases electricity from the wholesale market with a price
p(t), t 2 T , determined from the demand-supply balance
in the wholesale market. The utility companies may offer
dynamic electricity rates to the flexible large loads such as
data centers. In the dynamic pricing scheme, the retail price of
utility company u depends on the time of energy consumption,
as well as the total energy demand from its customers. In
particular, the retail price of utility company u 2 U in time
slot t 2 T and matching m is an increasing function of the
total energy demand eu(t) = eother

u (t)+
P

d2m(u) ed(t), where
eother
u (t) denotes the demand in time slot t for the customers

other than the data centers served by utility company u.
The retail price is greater than the wholesale price, in order
to guarantee a positive profit for the utility company. We
consider the linear approximation of the retail price (around
the wholesale price) as follows [13]:

pr
u(eu(t),m) = p(t)+ u(t) eu(t), u 2 U , t 2 T , (1)

where u(t), u 2 U , t 2 T , are nonnegative coefficients with
the unit of $ / MWh2. The utility companies can determine
u(t) according to the cost of supplying electricity.

The dynamic pricing scheme in (1) motivates data center d
towards scheduling its energy demand ed(t), t 2 T to benefit
from the retail price fluctuations. Next, we describe how a data
center can manage its energy demand.

2) Data Center’s Operation Model: A data center offers
different service classes (e.g., video streaming, data analytics)
to its customers. Let Cd = {1, . . . , Cd} denote the set of
service classes that are offered in data center d 2 D, where
Cd = |Cd|. To meet the QoS requirements, the delay in



executing a workload is limited within a certain range. Let
�c,d denote the delay that the execution of a workload of
service class c 2 Cd can tolerate. A small �c,d corresponds to
the interactive services that are inflexible due to stringent delay
requirements, such as web search, online gaming, and video
streaming. A large �c,d corresponds to the delay-tolerant
services, such as scientific applications, data analytics, and
file processing [5].

We now discuss how a data center can schedule the number
of operating servers to meet the QoS requirements. We assume
that both the workloads’ inter-arrival time and execution time
follow the exponential distribution [8], [9]. For data center d,
a workload requesting service class c 2 Cd arrives with an
average rate of �c,d(t), t 2 T , workloads per time slot. Let
�c,d denote the average time it takes for a server in data center
d to execute a workload requesting service class c. Let nd(t)
denote the average number of operating servers of data center
d in time slot t. If all the servers in data center d execute the
workloads of service class c, the corresponding average execu-
tion rate in time slot t is obtained as µc,d(t) =

nd(t)
�c,d

. However,
the servers in data center d execute Cd service classes. Let
⇢d(t) =

P
c2Cd

�c,d(t)
µc,d(t)

denote the server utilization of data
center d in time slot t. The proportion of time that the servers
are busy to execute the workloads of service classes other
than c is ⇢d(t) � ⇢c,d(t), where ⇢c,d(t) =

�c,d(t)
µc,d(t)

. Hence, the
proportion of time that the servers are busy to execute the
workloads of service class c is 1 � (⇢d(t) � ⇢c,d(t)). Thus,
we can model a data center by a multiclass M/M/1 queuing
system, where the execution rate of the workloads of service
class c is µc,d(t) = (1� (⇢d(t)� ⇢c,d(t)))µc,d(t).

We can show that a workload of service class c experiences
the maximum expected waiting time either at the beginning
or at the end of each time slot t [14]. The waiting time at the
beginning of time slot t depends on the number of workloads
whose jobs have not been completed yet. For simplicity, we
will consider the steady state approximation of the average
number of workloads at the end of time slot t � 1. Hence,
an incoming workload of service class c experiences the
average waiting time of

�
1 + �c,d(t�1)

µc,d(t�1)��c,d(t�1)

�
/µc,d(t) at

the beginning of time slot t. To satisfy the delay requirement, it
should be less than or equal to �c,d. We can rewrite µc,d(t�1)
and µc,d(t) in terms of nd(t � 1) and nd(t), respectively.
We can approximate ⇢d(t�1)�⇢c,d(t�1)

⇢d(t)�⇢c,d(t)
⇡ 1 due to the small

changes in the proportion of time that the servers are busy to
execute the workloads of service classes other than c over
two consecutive time slots. By performing some algebraic
manipulations, for time slots t� 1, t 2 T , we obtain

(�c,d/�c,d)

nd(t)
+

P
c2Cd

�c,d�c,d(t� 1)

nd(t� 1)
 1, c 2 Cd, d 2 D. (2)

Inequality (2) implies that if the number of servers in time slot
t� 1 is small, then the number of workloads with incomplete
jobs increases. Hence, the number of servers in time slot
t should be sufficiently large to meet the maximum delay
constraint at the beginning of time slot t.

We use the steady state condition to approximate the waiting
time of an incoming workload of service class c at the end of
time slot t. Thus, we need to satisfy 1

µc,d(t)��c,d(t)
 �c,d.

By performing some algebraic manipulations, we can rewrite
the delay requirement as
�c,d

�c,d
+

X

c2Cd

�c,d�c,d(t)  nd(t), c 2 Cd, d 2 D, t 2 T . (3)

In data center d, the number of operating servers is upper
bounded by nmax

d . That is

nd(t)  nmax
d , d 2 D, t 2 T . (4)

Let Eidle
d and Epeak

d denote the average idle energy consump-
tion and the peak energy consumption per time slot of a server
in data center d, respectively. The average energy demand of
data center d 2 D in time slot t 2 T can be obtained by

ed(t) = ⌘d(t)nd(t)
⇣
Eidle

d + (Epeak
d � Eidle

d

�
⇢d(t)

⌘
, (5)

where ⌘d(t) is the power usage effectiveness (PUE) of data
center d in time slot t. The typical value of ⌘d(t) for a data
center is between 1.5 and 2 [15].

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ALGORITHM DESIGN

Let ad = (nd(t), t 2 T ) denote the scheduling decision
vector of data center d. Based on the pricing scheme in (1),
the contract payment of data center d to utility company u =
m(d) depends on the matching m and the joint decision vector
a = (ad, d 2 D) of all data centers. Hence, we have

cd(a,m) =
P

t2T ed(t) pr
u(eu(t),m). (6)

The decision making of data centers are interdependent. We
capture the interactions among the data centers as a many-to-
one matching game, which is defined as follows [11]:
Game 1 Data Center Many-to-One Matching Game:

• Players: The set of all data centers D.
• Strategies: For data center d, the utility company choice

m(d) 2 Ud and scheduling decision ad satisfy constraints
(2)�(5). We denote the strategy of data center d by
the tuple sd = (ad,m(d)). Let Sd denote the feasible
strategy space for data center d defined by (2)�(5) and
constraint m(d) 2 Ud. Let s = (sd, d 2 D) denote the
joint strategy profile of data centers. Let s�d denote the
strategy profile of all data centers except data center d.

• Costs: Data center d incurs a cost cd(sd, s�d) as in (6),
which is a function of strategy profile sd of data center
d and the strategy s�d of other data centers.

Notice that the cost of a data center d depends on the
demand schedules of other data centers that are matched to
the same utility company as d. Hence, our game is a matching
game with externalities [10], [11]. The outcome of the game
is a matching m and the joint scheduling decision profile a of
the data centers. The outcome is stable when no data center
will incur a lower cost from changing either its matched utility
company or its action profile unilaterally [11].



Definition 2: A stable outcome of the matching game is the
feasible strategy profile s? = (s?d, d 2 D) such that for d 2 D

cd(s
?
d, s

?
�d)  cd(s, s

?
�d), s 2 Sd. (7)

A data center’s best response strategy is the choice that
minimizes its own cost, assuming that the strategies of other
data centers are fixed. That is

sbest
d (s�d) 2 arg min

sd2Sd

cd(sd, s�d), d 2 D. (8)

A stable outcome is a fixed point of the best responses of
all data centers. That is, sbest

d (s?�d) = s?d for all d 2 D.
Problem (8) for data center d involves choosing a utility

company, and it is a nonconvex optimization problem with dis-
crete variables. However, under the given matching m, the ob-
jective function (6) and constraints (2)�(5) can be expressed as
posynomials. Hence, problem (8) is a geometric program [16],
which can be transformed into a convex optimization problem
with variables ad. There are two steps involved in solving
problem (8) for data center d under a given strategy profile
s�d: (a) solving a convex optimization problem for a fixed
matching m, and (b) comparing the objective value for all
utility company choices for data center d.

In general, a stable outcome may not exist in a matching
game with externalities [10]. We prove the existence of a
stable outcome for Game 1 by constructing an exact potential
function [17]. Such a function is defined as follows:
Definition 3: A function P (s) is an exact potential for Game 1,
if for any feasible strategy profiles s = (sd, s�d) and es =
(esd, s�d), we have

cd(sd, s�d)� cd(esd, s�d) = P (sd, s�d)� P (esd, s�d). (9)

A potential function P (s) tracks the changes in the data cen-
ter’s cost when its strategy changes. In the following theorem,
we characterize an exact potential function for Game 1. There
is no generic method of constructing a potential function, and
it requires exploring the structure of the problem.
Theorem 1 Game 1 admits an exact potential function

P (s) =
P

u2U
P

t2T

⇣P
d2m(u)

⇣�
p(t)+u(t)eother

u (t)
�
ed(t)

+ u(t) e
2
d(t)

⌘
+ u(t)

P
d<d02m(u) ed(t) ed0(t)

⌘
. (10)

The proof can be found in Appendix A. Under a given
matching m, the potential function (10) is a convex function
of a. Let am denote the global minimum of P (s) under a
given matching m. Let M denote the set of tuples (am,m)
for all matchings m. In Theorem 2, we show that the stable
outcomes of the matching game are in set M.
Theorem 2 Game 1 has at least one stable outcome. All stable
outcomes are in set M.
The proof can be found in Appendix B. One can use the
existing algorithms based on the best response update to
determine a stable outcome [18]. These algorithms, however,
often suffer from a low convergence rate, as only one single
data center updates its strategy per iteration. We propose
Algorithm 1 that can be executed by the data centers and utility

Algorithm 1 The Data Center Matching Game Algorithm.
1: Set i := 1 and ⇠ := 10�3.
2: Randomly assign each data center d2D to a utility company

m1(d) 2 Ud, and initialize action profile a1
d.

3: Send parameters u(t), t 2 T , to the data centers in set Du.
4: Repeat

5: Each data center d sends eid(t), t 2 T to utility company mi(d).
6: Each utility company u updates retail prices pr,i

u (eiu(t),m
i) for

t 2 T using (1) and sends to the data centers in set Du.
7: Each data center d chooses a utility company in set Ud by

computing its best response strategy in (8).
8: Each data center d sends termination request to its current

utility company if it is different from the chosen one.
9: Each utility company u accepts at most one termination request.
10: Each data center d sends connection request to its chosen utility

company if its termination request has been accepted.
11: Each utility company u accepts at most one connection

request randomly.
12: Each data center d with an accepted connection request updates

mi+1(d) with the chosen utility. Otherwise, mi+1(d) :=mi(d).
13: Each data center d, that changes its utility company, updates

its action profile with its best response, i.e., ai+1
d := abest,i

d .
14: Each utility company u communicates the retail price for the

updated matching mi+1 to the data centers in Du.
15: Each data center d, that does not change its utility company,

updates ai+1
d according to (11).

16: i := i+ 1.
17: Until No data center wants to change its strategy, i.e., mi = mi�1

and ||ai � ai�1|| < ⇠.

companies in a distributed and parallel fashion to converge to
a stable outcome. Let i denote the iteration index. The EMS
of the data centers are responsible for the computations and
message exchange. Fig. 2 shows the schematic of matching
update in iteration i for five data centers and three utility
companies in Fig. 1 (b). Our algorithm involves the initiation
phase and matching phase.
• Initiation phase: Lines 1 to 3 describe the initialization for
the data centers and utility companies.
• Matching phase: The loop from Lines 4 to 17 describes the
matching phase. It includes the following parts:

a) Information exchange: Lines 5 and 6 describe the
information exchange between the data centers and utility
companies about the energy demands and retail prices. This
step is shown in Fig. 2 (a).

b) Utility company choice: Lines 7 to 11 describe how data
center d chooses a utility company and how utility company
u responses to the requests of the data centers. For example,
Fig. 2 (b) shows that data centers 2, 3, and 4 send termination
request to utility company 2. Data center 5 sends termination
request to utility company 3.

We allow a utility company to accept at most one termi-
nation request and at most one connection request in each
iteration. A utility company accepts the requests at random,
since it is indifferent between data centers. Fig. 2 (b) shows
that utility company 2 accepts the termination request from
data center 2. Utility company 3 accepts the termination
request from data center 5. Fig. 2 (c) shows that data centers
2 and 5 send connection requests to utility companies 1 and 2,
respectively. Fig. 2 (d) shows the updated matching structure.



Fig. 2. Matching update procedure in Algorithm 1. (a) Information exchange
among data centers and utility companies in matching mi; (b) termination
requests from data centers; (c) connection requests from data centers; (d)
updated matching mi+1.

c) Strategy update: Lines 12 to 15 describe how data center
d updates its strategy sid = (ai

d, m
i(d)). If data center d

changes its matching, then it updates its scheduling decision
according to its best response. By receiving the updated price
for the new matching, each data center d that has not changed
its utility company will update its decision vector as follows.

ai+1
d =

⇥
ai
d � �i

drai
d
cd

�
ai
d,a

i
�d,m

i+1
� ⇤

}
, (11)

where �i
d > 0 is a diminishing step size with

P1
i=0 �

i
d =

1 and
P1

i=0(�
i
d)

2 < 1, and [·]} is the projection onto the
feasible space defined by (2)�(5). In Algorithm 1, data centers
use their best response strategies and update equation (11) for
their utility company choice and workload scheduling. Each
utility company accepts at most one termination request and
at most one connection request in each iteration. We have
Theorem 3 Algorithms 1 globally converges to a stable
outcome of the data center matching game.
The proof can be found in Appendix C.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the stable
outcome of the matching game. We set the contract period
to be one day. We divide a day into T = 96 time slots,
where each time slot is 15 minutes. We consider the electricity
market with 10 utility companies serving 50 data centers, and
each data center can choose a utility company from a random
subset of seven utility companies. We use the wholesale
market price on Oct. 10, 2016 of the Ontario’s wholesale
market [19]. The high price period is from 12 pm to 6 pm.
Parameters u(t) for utility companies u = 1, 2, . . . , 10 are set
to 0.224, 0.208, . . . , 0.08 $/(MWh)2 for t 2 T , respectively.

To simulate the arrival rate of the workloads in a data center,
we use the dataset from [20]. Each data center offers five
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Fig. 3. (a) Total number of servers; (b) total energy demand of data center 1
over one day with and without demand response; (c) contract payment of data
centers 1 to 10 with and without demand response.

service classes, and the workloads requesting service class c =
1, . . . , 5 can be delayed by at most �c,d = 0.05, 2, 12, 15, 20
time slots, respectively. For service classes c = 1, . . . , 5, we
set �c,d to 0.5, 10, 30, 50, 100 time slots, respectively. We
consider nmax

d = 20,000 homogeneous servers with power
ratings Eidle

d = 150W and Epeak
d = 300W per time slot in

each data center d. Parameters PUEd(t), t 2 T are chosen at
random from interval [1.5, 2] for each data center. The step
size in iteration i is set to be �i

d = 1/(10 + 0.03⇥ i).
We discuss how Algorithm 1 enables a data center to man-

age its energy demand. For the sake of comparison, we con-
sider the scenario without demand response, where each data
center randomly chooses a utility company and determines
the number of servers based on constraints (2)�(4) without
considering the price values. This is a nontrivial scenario, as
a data center can delay the execution of a workload. Let us
consider data center 1 as an example. Fig. 3 (a) shows that
with demand response, the number of operating servers in data
center 1 decreases during the peak hours, e.g., it is reduced
from 17,000 to 14,000 around 4 pm. Fig. 3 (b) shows that the
energy demand of data center 1 is reduced by 11.5% (from 7
MWh to 5.5 MWh during peak hours). Fig. 3 (c) shows that
the contract payment of data centers is reduced by 15.4% on
average as a result of server scheduling.

We discuss how Algorithm 1 affects the PAR of the ag-
gregate demand and the revenue of the utility companies. We
compare the PAR of the utility companies in the scenarios
with and without data centers demand response. Fig. 4 (a)
shows that, with data centers demand response, the PAR of
the utility companies is reduced by 7.2% on average. A lower
PAR improves the performance of the utility companies during
peak hours. The revenue of utility companies depends on the
matching structure. For the sake of comparison, we consider a
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scenario where data centers randomly enter contracts with util-
ity companies. In the stable outcome obtained from Algorithm
1, the number of data centers connected to utility companies
1 to 10 are 2, 2, 3, 4, 4, 4, 6, 6, 8, and 11, respectively. A
utility company with a lower u(t) can attract more data
centers as customers. When compared to the scenario without
utility company choice, Fig. 4 (b) shows that the revenue of
the utility companies with a higher u(t) decreases and the
revenue of the utility companies with a lower u(t) increases
(up to 82%). Thus, the results of Algorithm 1 is consistent with
the utility companies’ competition in deregulated markets.

Finally, we evaluate the convergence of Algorithm 1. Fig.
5 depicts the convergence of the potential function in one of
our simulations with a random initial condition. The potential
function decreases in each iteration and converges to a stable
outcome in 30 iterations. The running time until convergence
is 47 seconds. Regarding the computational complexity, in
Line 7 of Algorithm 1, data center d solves |Ud| optimization
problems to determine its best response strategy. Hence, the
per-iteration complexity of Algorithm 1 for data center d is
independent of the number of data centers and depends only
on the number of utility companies in set Ud, i.e., O(|Ud|).

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied the data centers’ problem of
choosing utility companies and scheduling workload in a
deregulated electricity market. We modeled the interaction
among data centers as a many-to-one matching game with ex-
ternalities. We constructed an exact potential function, whose
local minima correspond to the stable outcomes of the game.
We developed an algorithm to determine a stable outcome.
Simulation results showed that the data centers can decrease
their cost by 15.4% with the proposed algorithm, as they

can purchase electricity from their preferred utility companies
and reduce their demands during peak hours. Meanwhile, the
utility companies can achieve 7.2% reduction in the PAR.
Those utility companies that offer lower tariffs can increase
their revenue by up to 82%. For future work, we plan to
extend the model by considering the competition among utility
companies through price optimizations.
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APPENDIX

A. Proof of Theorem 1

To prove Theorem 1, we substitute (10) into the right-hand
side of (9) and substitute (6) into the left-hand side of (9) for
strategies s and es, and show that the results are the same. Data
center d changes its utility company choice from u to eu, and
its decision profile from ad to ead. Thus, the energy demand
of data center d is changed from ed(t) to eed(t) in time slot
t 2 T . By substituting (10) into the right-hand side of (9) for
s = (sd, s�d) and es = (esd, s�d), we obtain

P (sd, s�d)� P (esd, s�d) =
P

t2T

⇣�
p(t) + u(t) eother

u (t)
�
ed(t) + u(t) e2d(t)

+ u(t)
P

d02m(u)\d ed(t) ed0(t)

�
�
p(t) + eu(t) e

other
eu (t)

�
eed(t)� eu(t) ee2d(t)

� eu(t)
P

d02em(eu)\d eed(t) ed0(t)
⌘
. (12)

In (12), the terms related to the data centers other than data
center d cancel each other. Substituting (6) into the left-hand
side of (9) for s = (sd, s�d) and es = (esd, s�d), we have

cd(sd, s�d)� cd(esd, s�d) =P
t2T

�
ed(t) pr

u(eu(t),m)� eed(t) pr
eu(eeu(t), em)

�
. (13)

By substituting the retail price (1) into (13), the cost change
for data center d will be equal to the potential function change
in (12). This completes the proof. ⌅

B. Proof of Theorem 2

We first show that the global minimum of the potential
function (10) is a stable outcome. Let s? = (am? ,m?) be the
global minimum of P (s). Thus, if data center d changes its
action profile to ad or its utility company to m(d) unilaterally,
then the value of the potential function increases. The change
in the exact potential function is equal to the change in the cost
of the deviating data center d. Hence, the cost of data center d
increases as well. Consequently, no unilateral deviation from



s? can reduce the cost of any data center, and hence s? is a
stable outcome of Game 1. As the exact potential function (10)
has at least one global minimum, we know that the matching
game has at least one stable outcome.

Next we show that an arbitrary stable outcome (a,m) is in
set M. We prove this by contradiction. Suppose that a stable
outcome (a,m) is not in set M. Hence, we have a 6= am. By
definition, am is the global minimum of the potential function
under matching m. We also know that P (a,m) is a convex
function of a. Thus, a unilateral change of ad for any data
center d in the opposite direction of the gradient rad P (a,m)
will reduce the potential function, and thus the cost of that data
center. It contradicts the supposition that (a,m) is a stable
outcome. Hence, (a,m) is in set M. ⌅

C. Proof of Theorem 3

Since the potential function (10) is lower-bounded by zero,
it is sufficient to show that the potential function decreases
in each iteration of Algorithm 1. Line 17 of Algorithm 1
guarantees that if the algorithm converges, the result is a stable
outcome. Next we provide the sketch of the proof.

Step a) Consider iteration i of Algorithm 1. We prove by
induction that the potential function decreases when k data
centers update their utility company choices simultaneously,
where k � 1 is an arbitrary number. The base case (i.e.,
k = 1) corresponds to the unilateral change in the strategy
of one data center. From (9), the potential function decreases,
when the cost of a data center decreases. In the induction step,
we consider k = d and suppose that the potential function
decreases when d data centers change their utility company
choices. We prove that the potential function decreases when
k = d+ 1 data centers change their utility company choices.
We divide the set of d+1 data centers into two sets with d data
centers and one data center, respectively. We use the induction
supposition for k = d to show that when d data centers change
their utility company choices, the potential function decreases.

Now, assume that data center d+ 1 decides to leave utility
company mi(d+1) in iteration i to connect to utility company
mi+1(d + 1). In Algorithm 1, a utility company accepts at
most one termination request from data centers per iteration.
Thus, data center d+1 is the only one leaving utility company
mi(d + 1). Utility company mi(d + 1) may accept a new
connection request from other data centers, which increases
its total demand. Thus, the payment of data center d + 1
to utility company mi(d + 1) will increase after updating
the matching of other data centers. On the other hand, in
Algorithm 1, a utility company accepts at most one connection
request from data centers per iteration. Hence, data center d+1
is the only one that connects to utility company mi+1(d+1).
Utility company mi+1(d+1) may accept a termination request
from other data centers, which further decreases its total
demand. Thus, the payment of data center d to utility company
mi+1(d) will further decrease after updating the matching
of other data centers. Consequently, the cost of data center
d+ 1 decreases even other d data centers change their utility
company choices. The exact potential function decreases when

the cost of data center d + 1 decreases. By the principle of
induction, the potential function decreases, when multiple data
centers change their utility company choices.

Step b) Under a given matching mi+1, (9) implies that
rai

d
cd

�
ai
d,a

i
�d,m

i+1
�
= rai

d
P
�
ai
d,a

i
�d,m

i+1
�
. If data

centers use (11) for the update, the potential function varies in
the opposite direction of its gradient. Under a given matching,
P (·) is a convex function of ai and has a Lipschitz continuous
derivative. Thus, for sufficiently small step sizes, the opposite
gradient direction is a decreasing direction. ⌅
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